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[57] ABSIRACT 
A pulse signalling system combining a multiplexed 
pseudo-noise code expansion theory with a space 
coded array antenna synthesis technique to produce a 
high resolution waveform. The antenna space coding 
technique enables the clearing of any desired area in 
the frequency portion of the ambiguity surface. The 
multiplexed code expansion process simultaneously 
controls the side lobes in the time domain by utilizing 
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MULTIPLEXED PSEUDO NOISE PULSE BURST 
CODES WITH SPACE TAPER 

The invention described herein may be manufac 
tured and used by or for the Government for govern 
mental purposes without the payment of any royalties 
thereon or therefor. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

This invention relates to pulse signalling systems and, 
more particularly, to such a system in which a high de 
gree of resolution is simultaneously obtainable in both 
frequency and range. As will be understood, such char 
acteristics are especially attractive in radar and naviga 
tion systems, altimeter and fuze applications, moving 
target indicators, and in communications systems, in 
general. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The pulse signalling system of the present invention 
incorporates a multiplexed pseudo-noise code expan 
sion theory, together with a space-coded array antenna 
synthesis technique similar to that described in my is 
sued U.S. Pat. No. 3,130,410. The antenna space cod 
ing technique is formulated to surpress side lobes in the 
frequency domain of an ambiguity surface, whereas the 
multiplexed pseudo-noise code expansion theory is for 
mulated to surpress side lobes in the time domain. 
As will be seen below, a composite signal code struc 

ture is employed, consisting of a pair of signals tenned 
code mates, having amplitudes and autocorrelation 
functions which provide a peak output at a given time 
and a zero output (or outputs having the same magni 
tude but opposite polarity) at all other times. The indi 
vidual bits, or elements, of the composite structure, fur 
thermore, are controllably time spaced in position to 
clear a desired frequency area. The signal waveform 
recovered upon detection of such a radiated code 
structure will be seen to be an impulse function at the 
principal axis substantially simultaneously both in the 
time domain and in the frequency domain, independent 
of any doppler shift. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

These and other features of the present invention will 
be more clearly understood from a consideration of the 
following description taken ‘in connection with the ac 
companying drawings in which: 
FIGS. la-lf illustrate space coding and multiplexed 

pseudo-noise coding expansion theories helpful in an 
understanding of the present invention; 
FIG. 2 shows a frequency response plot also helpful 

in an understanding of the invention. 
FIGS. 3a and 3b are functional block diagrams of 

code generator and code pulse compression apparatus 
illustrating the invention; and 
FIG. 4 is a series of pulse code representations as 

exist at various points within the block diagrams of 
FIG. 3. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

As will be readily apparent to one skilled in the art, a 
consecutive series of code bits received from a radar 
response for example, may be expressed as: 

0,!‘ ". ale“ ', 0,0" ’,. ..a,,_,e’ 4"" 
where the phase of the ith bit consists of: 

wir- * 271'" rlni'rfnl 
‘I5, = phase of the code; I. 
f, = doppler frequency; 
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mmrr = time displacement from the ?rst code bit; 
and 
2wnu+nrfd = phase change introduced due to the dop 
pler effect. If this code of expression (1) were applied 
to a matched filter of the type described in my issued 
US. Pat. Nos. 3,461,451, 3,519,746 or 3,634,765, for 
example, the phases of the code bits along the zero time 
axis would line up. The phase contribution of the dop 
pler frequency in controlling the ambiguity function of 
a return along the frequency axis, therefore, is all that 
need be considered. In such case, the phases of the 
code bits become: 

15-, - n, we - n-W 

These expressions may be more generally written as: 
n'll' I n‘II + 11' (3) 

Where: 
n = existing code bit to be a?‘ected by the doppler 

shift; ‘ 

and 
n’ = new code bit position needed to produce a de 

sired lobe pattern. 
Because 

‘I’ - 2W1 
these last two expressions can be combined to 

(4) 

I” n'In-i 

Letting rfd = K, expression (5) reduces to 

2K (6) n'In+ 

As will be seen, equation (6) is identical in fonn to 
equation (12) of my US. Pat. No. 3,130,410 and may 
be utilized in like manner to completely synthesize the 
time code structure for any desired lobe pattern along 
the frequency axis of the ambiguity surface. As with 
equation ( I2) there, equation ( 6) states that to form a 
new code bit position n’ , we add the quantity %K to the 
previous code bit position n. Equation (6) thus indi 
cates the basic method for building up the space-coded 
bit positions of this invention. Each time it is desired to 
extend the code, the number of bits will be doubled. 
Each added bit, furthermore, will be the distance Y2K 
from its own corresponding previous existent bit. 
However, the quantity k can still be chosen in such a 

manner as to facilitate design procedures and to make 
as simple as possible the computations involved. For 
this reason, f,” is defined as the doppler frequency 
where the ?rst null in the frequency domain occurs. By 
making K , equal to I at the first null, i.e. fd equals fm, 
the entire design can be “normalized”. For K =fdlfn, 
and by repeating equation (6) to ?nd the time coded 
delays to produce forced nulls in the frequency domain 
for K, = l, K, = 3/2, K, = 2, K, = 5/2, the following 16 
time code positions will be produced: 
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In order to normalize these'code positions along the 
time axes, the values in the above table are multiplied 
by 60'with the result being shown in FIG. la as the 
space-coded time positions for the code bits. As will be 
appreciated, this time position coding illustrates that 
forced nulls will appear in the frequency domain of the 
ambiguity surface when the ?rst code bit is positioned 
at time 0, the second code bit is positioned at time 30, 
the third code bit is positioned at time 20, the fourth 
code bit is positioned at time 50, etc. This is also illus 
trated by the coded time position frequency response 
plot of FIG. 2 for different design values of K. The de 
sired frequency area cleared of side lobes will be appre 
ciated to extend from f, to f3. 

In general, because K = fd/fdO, it can be shown that 
the maximum value of K of physical signi?cance can be 
expressed as Blfdo, where B is the signal ‘bandwidth of 
the system. For fdo equal to 100 Hz, the desired fre 
quency area cleared of side lobes in FIG. 2 will be seen 
to extend to 300 Hz, and 'r, the reciprocal of fan at K = 
I, will be seen to be l0,000 micro-seconds. a single, a 
— the 

FIGS. lb and 1d show a pairof code signals termed 
code mates, having amplitudes and autocorrelation 
functions to compress to a single impulse lobelessly. As 
is described in my aforementioned U.S. Pat. Nos. 
3,461,451, 3,519,746 or 3,634,765, when code mates 
of this type are detected and the resultant detected out~ 
puts are linearly added, there is provided an impulse 
output of high amplitude at a given time in a waveform 
and a zero output at all other times. Following the tech 
niques described in such patents, the impulse autocor 
relation functions for such code signals may be ob 
tained, and are of the type respectively shown in FIGS. 
1:- and 1e. The linear output for these detected code 
signals is shown in FIG. If as havinglasin-gle, high ampli 
tude peak, completely free‘ from spurious peaks of 
lower amplitude elsewhere in the wavefonn. As will be 
seen, the individual bits of these two code signals are 
inserted within the space-coded time positions of FIG. 
la—the high amplitude impulse output being devel 
oped~at»“norrnalized"‘time position 77. 

‘ FIGS. 30 and 3b are functional block digarams show 
ing-the generation of these code signal bits within the 
space-coded ‘time positions, and the resulting detection 
and linear addition to provide the impulse output. In 
the discussion that ‘follows, it will be understood that 
FIG. 3a illustrates the apparatus for generating the 
code signal bits for transmission, while FIG. 3b illus 
trates the’ apparatus for compressing‘ the code signal 
bits received. 
Thus; referring to FIG. 3a, a pulse generator‘ 10 pro 

videsa digital“‘l” signal to one input terminal of an 
adder l2 and to 'a‘delay 'circuit 14, which imparts a 
delay” of Ar], or 30, time positions to the generator out 
pin. The output of delay circuit I4 is coupled to a sec 
ond input terminal of adder l2,“and to an inverter 16. 
The signal from generator 10 and the output of inverter 
16 are in turn coupled to another adder 18, whose out 
put signal is applied to a second delay circuit 20. This 
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circuit 20 imparts a delay of A12, or 20, time positions 
to the input code bits. 
The output from delay circuit 20 is also seen to be ap 

plied to one input terminal of an adder 22 -— the other 
terminal of which is provided with the output from 
adder l2 — and to a further inverter 24. The signal 
from the inverter 24 is applied to one input of yet an 
other adder stage 26, also along with the output signal 
from adder 12. The otuput from adder 26 will then be 
seen to be applied to a third delay circuit 28, which im~ 
parts a delay of Ara, or 15, code time positions. From 
delay circuit 28, the developed signal is applied both to 
an input terminal of a further adder stage 30 and to an 
inverter 32, the second input terminal of adder 30 
being applied the output from adder 22. 
The output signal from adder 22 is then applied to 

one input terminal of another adder 34, along with the 
output from inverter 32. The output signal from adder 
34 is applied via a fourth delay circuit 36 — ?rst, to one 
input terminal of an adder 38 and second, to an in 
verter circuit 40. Also provided at the second input of 
adder 38 is the output signal from adder 30, the delay 
circuit 36 in this instant providing a delay of A1,, or 12, 
time code positions. The output from adder 38 is indi 
cated by the reference notation 0,, whereas the output 
from inverter 40 is applied to an adder 42 along with 
the output from adder 30 to provide an output signal 
indicated as b,,. 
The pulse code output signals developed by the adder 

stages l2, 18, 22, 26, 30, 34, 38 and 42 are shown in 
FIG. 4. The identities between the time spaced, pulse 
code signal from adder 38 and the time spaced signal 
code of FIG. lb — as well as similar identities between 
the time spaced pulse code from adder 42 and the time 
spaced signal of FIG. 1d — will be apparent. 
The block diagram of FIG. 3b also includes a plu 

rality of adder, delay and inverter circuits. As illus 
trated, the code signal represented by the notation a,, is 
radiated, for example, received with a doppler fre 
quency shift, and applied as such to one input terminal 
of an adder 50, to another input of which the received, 
frequency shifted b,l code signal is applied. That ba sig 
nal code is also applied to an inverter 52, the output 
therefrom being applied to an adder 54 along with the 
a,, code. 
The output signal from adder 50 is applied to a delay 

circuit 56, the imparted delay of which is equivalent to 
the A74, or 12, time code position delay of circuit 36 in 
the upper portion of the drawing. The output from 
delay circuit 56 is applied both to an input terminal of 
a further adder 58 and to an input terminal of another 
adder 62. The otuput signal from adder 54 is also ap 
plied ?rst, to a second terminal of adder 58 and second, 
via an inverter 60 to the other input terminal of adder 
62. The output signal from adder 58 is applied to a 
delay circuit 64, similar to the delay circuit 28, in im 
parting a delay of Ar;,, or [5, time code positions to the 
input pulse signal. As with the delay circuit 56, the out 
put of circuit 64 is applied to a pair of adders, 66 and 
'70. The second input terminal of these two adders are 
respectively supplied with the output signal from adder 
62 and with that signal inverted, as supplied from adder 
62 via an intermediate inverter stage 68. 
The output signal from adder 66 is, in turn, applied to 

a further delay circuit 72, similar to the delay circuit 
20, in imparting a delay of An, or 20, time code posi 
tions to the individual pulse bits. The output of delay 
circuit 72 is applied both to an adder 74 and to an 
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adder 78, other input terminals of which are respec 
tively provided with the output pulse from the adder 70 
and with an inverted pulse signal from that stage by 
means of an inverter 76. As shown, the output signal 
from adder 74 is ?nally applied via a delay circuit 80 to 
one input terminal of a last adder 82, to a signal input 
terminal of which is applied the output signal from 
adder 78. Delay circuit 80, in this regard, is similar to 
the delay circuit 14, in providing a delay of A1,, or 30, 
time code positions to the input pulse signal. 
The pulse code output signals developed by the adder 

stages 50, 54, 58, 62, 66, 70, 74, 78 and 82 are also 
shown in FIG. 4. The output from adder 82 will be seen 
identical to the pulse code representation of FIG. If. 
This illustrative example of FIGS. 1-4 thus shows 

that by transmitting a pair of coded signals, termed 
code mates, an impulse function can be obtained in the 
time domain of the ambiguity surface upon receipt and 
detection. By controlling the positions of a timing se 
quence into which the individual pulse bits are inserted, 
an impulse function can be obtained in the frequency 
domain substantially simultaneously therewith. Al 
though a speci?c pair of code signals have been uti 
lized, others of the type noted in my referenced patents 
may be employed as well, necessitating only a rear 
rangement of the adder and inverter positionings of 
FIGS. 3a and 3b to provide the continued impulse out 
put in the time domain. With the same values selected 
for the design parameter K, the same doppler fre 
quency area will continue to be cleared of side lobes in 
providing the high resolution return waveform. if a 
greater doppler frequency area were desired to be 
cleared, K can simply be increased from 5/2, to 3, to 
7/2, etc., with the number of pulse bit positions in the 
timing sequence doubling for each increase. As such 
will be seen to correspondingly increase the complexity 
of the block diagram of FIG. 3, some compromise be 
tween resolution and construction would most likely be 
needed. 
While there has been described what is considered to 

be a preferred embodiment of the present invention, it 
will be readily apparent to those skilled in the art that 
modi?cations may be made without departing from the 
scope of the teachings herein. It is therefore contem 
plated that the invention be read in light of the claims 
appended hereto. 

I claim: 
1. A pulse doppler frequency signalling system for 

generating a code mate pair of asymmetrically inter 
leaved code bits for transmission and for reception 
after undergoing a doppler frequency shift which pro 
vides for code compression to a lobeless impulse func 
tion in the time domain and for controllable minimiza 
tion of lobes in the frequency domain of the ambiguity 
diagram comprising a pulse generator for providing a 
single input pulse, and a code pair expander responsive 
to said input pulse and including a plurality of m cas 
caded code pair expansion circuits each doubling the 
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6 
number of code bits and thereby forming a new code 
mate pair, each of said code expansion circuits having 
circuit means for delaying the code bits of one of said 
previous code mate pairs and for adding the delayed 
previous code mate pair with the undelayed previous 
code mate pair to form a first expanded code, and each 
of said code expansion circuits having circuit element 
means for delaying and for inverting one of said previ 
ous code mate pairs and for adding the inverted de 
layed previous code mate pair to the undelayed previ 
ous code mate pair to form a second expanded code, 
the delay introduced into the delaying means of a given 
xth one of the m circuit means and circuit element 
means is given by W1‘ where fin‘ is the selected fre 
quency of the xth null in the frequency domain. 

2. The system of claim 1 further comprising a code 
pair compression means responsive to said generated 
first and second expanded codes, and including a plu 
rality of m cascaded code pair compression circuits 
each halving the number of code bits and thereby form 
ing a new code mate pair, said compression circuits 
each having delay means identical to the delaying 
means of the corresponding code pair expansion circuit 
and code inversion means for inverting one of the pre 
vious code mate pairs, and summing means for adding 
the code bits of the mth compression circuit to obtain 
a single output pulse. 

3. The system of claim 1 wherein the xth code pair 
expander circuit includes a ?rst portion for deriving the 
bits of the first code a, and a second portion for deriv 
ing the corresponding bits of the second code 17,, said 
?rst portion including means for delaying the previous 
code b,_, and adding the latter to the previous code 
at-“ and said second portion including means for in 
verting the delayed code b -l and adding said delayed 
inverted code to the previous code a,_,. 

4. The system of claim 2 wherein the xth code pair 
expander circuit includes a ?rst portion for deriving the 
bits of the ?rst code a, and a second portion for deriv 
ing the corresponding bits of the second code b“ said 
?rst portion including means for delaying the previous 
code by.l and adding the latter to the previous code 
a,_1, and said second portion including means for in 
verting the delayed code bk, and adding said delayed 
inverted code to the previous code a,_,. 

5. The system of claim 2 wherein the yth code pair 
compression circuit includes a ?rst portion for deriving 
the bits of the ?rst code a,I and second portion for de 
riving the corresponding bits of the second code bu, 
said ?rst portion including means for delaying the bits 
of the previous code a,,_l and adding these delayed bits 
to the bits of previous code b,,_,, and said second por 
tion including means for inverting the bits of the previ 
ous code b,,_1, and said second portion including means 
for inverting the bits of the previous code bu.1 and add 
ing these inverted bits to the delayed bits of previous 
code a,,_,. 

* * * * 4K 
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